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Low probability/high impactLow probability/high impact

•A shut down in the thermohaline circulation and 
consequent rapid climate change is unlikely to 
happen. It is what is called a high impact/low 
probability event

•But how low a probability? 

•What are the odds on our global warming gamble?

•Climate models, in general, are run to give us 
expected conditions not low probability ones 
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•Approximate output of climate model with an 
emulator.
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Gaussian ProcessesGaussian Processes

•Model our knowledge of the unknown model 
output with a continuous stochastic process

•This has a Gaussian distribution everywhere.
Mean function µ(x)
Variance σ2(x)
And covariance function φ(x1,x2)

•Gives estimate of model output (given inputs) + 
measure of uncertainty 
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conditional on the  SRES scenarios
•The uncertainty on input parameters propagates 
through the model to give the output uncertainty
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C-GOLDSTEINC-GOLDSTEIN
•Intermediate complexity climate model

•36x36 grid

•10° longitude 3-20° latitude

•8 ocean depths

•Energy balance atmosphere

•This has some problems

•Zonal wind speeds are prescribed and we need to 
make some corrections to the freshwater fluxes
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The ExperimentThe Experiment
•There are fifteen uncertain parameters in C-
GOLDSTEIN

•Generate a 100 member Latin Hypercube that spans 
possible parameter values

•For each member: spin the model up for 4000 years 
(for the last 200 with observed atmospheric CO2 
concentrations)

•Use BACCO methods to calibrate against present 
day climate
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C-GOLDSTEIN ParametersC-GOLDSTEIN Parameters
Parameter (non-dimensional unless otherwise stated) Mean

Windstress scaling factor 1.7

Ocean horiz. diffusivity (m2s-1) 4100

Ocean vertical diffusivity (m2s-1) 1.8 x 10-5

Ocean drag coefficient (10-5 s-1) 3.4

Atmos. heat diffusivity (m2s-1) 3.8 x 106

Atmos. moisture diffusivity (m2s-1) 1.59 x 105

“Width” of atmos. heat diffusivity profile (radians) 1.3

“Slope” of atmos. heat diffusivity profile (radians) 0.069

Zonal heat advection factor 0.06

Zonal moisture advection factor 0.14

Climate sensitivity (Wm-2) 5.77

Threshold humidity (for pptn.) 0.85

Sea ice diffusivity (m2s-1) 6200

Scaling factor for Atlantic-to-Pacific moisture flux (x 0.32 Sv) 0.91

Solar constant (Wm-2) 1354





Into the futureInto the future

•We now run our 100 simulations forward 100 years 
with emissions from SRES scenarios

•Add two parameters: 

-An e-folding time for the natural removal of CO2

from the atmosphere

-The rate at which the ice sheet in Greenland melts
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•Using the 100 member ensembles we create our 
emulators - one for each SRES scenario

•We then sample from an uncertainty input 
distribution 10000 times to produce a THC strength 
distribution.
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Sensitivity AnalysisSensitivity Analysis

•A one at a time sensitivity analysis (within scenarios) 
shows that three variables control the strength of the THC:

1.Climate Sensitivity

2.Atlantic/Pacific freshwater flux

3.Rate of melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet

•Between scenarios the CO2 removal becomes important
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Input UncertaintyInput Uncertainty

•For each SRES scenario we run the following 
simulations (10000 members in each simulation)

•Each simulation is run for a low and a high rate of 
melting of Greenland

•All parameters ‘low’ variance

•Each of  climate sensitivity, freshwater flux, and 
Greenland melting at double standard deviation

•All distributions are logNormal
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Parameter Mean St Dev

Windstress scaling factor 1.734 0.1080

Ocean horiz. diffusivity (m2s-1) 4342. 437.9

Ocean vertical diffusivity (m2s-1) 5.811e-05 1.428e-06

Ocean drag coefficient (10-5 s-1) 3.625 0.3841

Atmos. heat diffusivity (m2s-1) 3.898e+06 2.705e+05

Atmos. moisture diffusivity (m2s-1) 1.631e+06 7.904e+04

“Width” of atmos. heat diffusivity profile (radians) 1.347 0.1086

“Slope” of atmos. heat diffusivity profile (radians) 0.2178 0.04215

Zonal heat advection factor 0.1594 0.02254

Zonal moisture advection factor 0.1594 0.02254

Climate sensitivity (Wm-2) 5.000 1.010

Threshold humidity (for pptn.) 0.8511 0.01342

Sea ice diffusivity (m2s-1) 6786. 831.6

Scaling factor for Atlantic-to-Pacific moisture flux (x 0.32 Sv) 0.9208 0.05056

Solar constant (Wm-2) 1368. 3.755

Carbon removal e-folding time (years) 111.4 15.10

Rate Greenland melting (Sv/°) 0.01 (Low)   0.03617 (High) 0.005793



ResultsResults

• We obtain probabilities much higher than expected

• Regardless of the scenario we get P(THC<5Sv) >30%
• (unless we remove most of the CO2)

• A1FI can be greater than 40%

• (These are about 10x higher than we expected)

• These are preliminary results





ConclusionsConclusions

•We have shown that it is possible to calculate 
uncertainty and low probability events

•The probabilities are much higher than we expected

-We could be running a much higher risk than we thought

-Our estimates could be in error

-It could be a peculiarity of C-GOLDSTEIN
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•Check and double check our calculations

•Need to improve C-GOLDSTEIN

-No account has been taken of stabilising feedback in 
hydrological cycle (Latif)

-Ecosystem

•Repeat with other models including GCMs
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